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Cincinnati and Mercer-Thursday, Friday and' Saturday

STETSON COLLEOATE WEEKLY
Official student Publication,of John R^gtgtgrm University
DELAND, F L O R l | A . TUESDAY, ANARCH 18. 1924.

VOLUME 32

NUMBER 27.

CAINESVILLETEAM
TAKES THE STAT^
HI CHAMPIONSHIP

ARTISTS CONCERT
OF CONSERVATORY
IS WELL ATTENDED

Record Crowd Attended
Girls' Basketball
Tournament.

Mrs. Kenefick Stages Fine
Concert in the
Auditorium.

CONSOLATION

GAMES

ORCHESTRA IN DEBUT

LAKE CITY TAKES THE CONSOLATION HONORS BY DEFEATING LAKE WORTH AND PALATKA.

STETSON CHORAL SOCIETY AND
ORCHESTRA PUT ON HIGHLY APPRECIATED PROGRAM.

Stetson Orchestra, under the diSt. Petersburg won the opening
rection of Donald Faulkner, and Stetgame of the annual high
school
son Choral Society, under the direcgirls' basketball tournament Thurstion of Mrs. Marion Dow Keneday by defeating Palatka 25 to 22.
fick, called forth the plaudits and
The game
was hotly contested
praise of a large and appreciative
throughout and the winners could not
audience in the Stetson auditorium
Sunday at four o'clock.
be picked until the final whistle blew.
Palatka played a sterling brand of
A fine program of the best that
basketball and deserves much credit
the realm of music offers, was reneven though they were on the short
dered. The girls' glee club number
end of the tally sheet.
"Dreams," by Huerter, a delicate
song, beautifully rendered, made a
Gainesville vs. Umatilla.
decided hit with the audience. This
Umatilla, thought to be one of the
CHAUDOIN HALL—HOfl'IE OF STETSON'S GIRLS
song is built tipon the Old Rocking
strongest teams in the tournament,
chair theme, and is as fine a numwent down in defeat before the
ber as could have been selected.
jnighty Purple and White hurricane.
The men's glee club sang "Christ
Completely outplaying and outclassin Flanders," bringing out some very
ing the Lake county team in every
beautiful harmony.
•department of the game, they held
Mrs, Kenefick's solo, "With Ven~
them down to nine points while regisdure Clad," taken from the Oratorio
tering 32. It was clearly GainesCreation by Halden, was the climax
ville's game from the first whistle.
of the entire program. Mrs. KeneJoe Barchau's aggi*egation proved
fick's
beautiful voice, heard in one of
themselves to be one of the strongest Time Table for Reporters Program to be Given in Bap- Tony Bates, as General Man- Stetson's New Athletic Dimusic's finest numbers could
not
contenders for the banners in the
and Others to Be
tist Churh of St. Petersager, Retains His Control
rector Here With
fail but win applause. She and Persemi-finals.
Observed.
burg—Others in Lakeland
of Policy of the Official
Lakeland.
sis Burns sang "Love Divine," a seOrlando vs. Lake Worth
and Tampa.
lection from Stainer's "Daughter of
School
Paper.
With two forwards running wild
Due to various causes, said natuCoach McQuillan of the Lakeland Jairus." Beth Brownlee sang (th©
-and no opposition from Lake Worth, rally to be beyond the reach of those
The Stetson Choral Society has
A staff, long in the process of se Dreadnaughts, who has been signed favorite number "Ey/-.^ VL^' -•* '^^'*
Orlando took the third game of the in charge, the Collegjate has beeo .closed- ryggotiations with reference. j.o.
-has at last been formed and •as Stetson C o a e h - i s ^ - i ^ t year, was Seen", from ^he^JEL" - C i t
I o I i n T i t s * f i n e " i j t a t i 6 n for punctu- their down state trip schet?
Two numb; ^„.«^.^
_
'-^''lOunced to the readers of in town last w e e k ' J j j ^ J ^ h Jhe _girls^
Cry—the lop-sided-SjFre of 44^,0
9. ality, by being- offjfered to the readeirs^ this spring. April 4th-will *B&e*Stri^'XTrhS^
y^\ xufcT \s/0^. gTaw.""^'he m'grffbers of this basketball team from Lakeland, when chT5tr-"wefe~ffeceived well by t?
Orlando was just too good for Lake a day or so late. jThat this sad state 50 voices from the old school appear- new force have for the past few they were here for the tournament. dience "The Spring Song" by Abt and
Worth, and ±he latter never had a of affairs may never occur again and ing before the people of St. Peters- weeks been acting in their respective
The editor liad a short, but enthu- "The Night is Calm and Cloudless,"
show. Orlando's two forwards work- blot out that self same fair reputa- burg.
positions, but only in an honorary siastic talk with the new mentor, and
(Continued on page 5.)
ed together to perfection. They shot tion a schedule or time table has
The concert will be given in the capacity. They now assume full re- was very much impressed with "the
O
from all sections of the court and been adopted Hy the editor-in-chief. Baptist church in St. Pete, due to sponsibilty for their deeds. Toney
man".
Coach
is
a
likeable
chap,
and
PI
KAP
BANQUET
It goes without saying of course that the fine spirit of cooperation of Rev. Bates, as general manager and the
(Continued on page 6)
this schedule will remedy all evils, and Poulson of that denomination there. power behind the throne, continues in has the facility of making one like
0
him right off the bat. He is rather
Chi Chapter of the Pi Kappa PM
eliminate the possibility of the ColThe Glee Clubs will sing in Lake- this place, for Toney is, as feome have quiet, and has very little to say that
ORGAN RECITAL
legiate coming out late. Nuff sed!
land on the way to St. Petersburg and wisely said, the Collegiate, t l is main- may .have a chance of being proven Fraternity will hold the annual banquet Friday night at the College
The Collegiate will be on
the in Tampa on the return, authough ly due to his undying optimism and
Miss Merceda Lloyd will give an
wrong. Mr. McQuillan says to the Arms Hotel. This is one of the big
stands
Wednesday
at
eight
o'clock
nothing more definite can now be self abnegation, and forg|etfulness students of Stetson, thi'ough the Colorgan
recital Thursday evening,
events in the school's social calendar
March 27th at 8 o'clock in the au- ready for every one who prefers to quoted as to the particulars of these that there is today a Collegiate. The legiate that he is in perfect harand
the boys of the frat and the
get
their
copy
in
this
way.
Tuesday
two appearances.
finance propisition would long ago mony with their slogan to "Beat
ditorium. A cordial jnvitation is exalumnae look forward eagerly to its
afternoon
at
five
the
circulation
dehave
swamped
the
paper
had
it
not
Mrs.
Kenefick
is
working
with
retended* to all. Miss Lloyd will be asFlorida" and that his one effort will opening.
sisted by Misses Dietz and Burns. partment, in. charge of Billy Parsons, newed energy to have a group sf been for his wisdom in directing af be to turn out a team that will whip
The banquet is this year to be
will have the mailing lists entirely singers such as has never been heard fairs.
Following is the program:
the mighty Gators. That was about merely a part of a general homecomDONALD FAULKNER,
Sonata
Quilmont finished and the Collegiate speeding in the State to represent Stetson on
all that he said, but, oh boy, what a ing and jollification.
This season
on its way to foreign parts.
this tour. It is of course due to her
Editor-in-Chief.
Pantasie in E Minor
Silver
lot he said in just those two words, lasts throughout the 20th, 21st and
Printed
early
Tuesday
morning,
by
untii'ing
efforts
that
the.
Glee
Clubs
Solo
Miss Dietz
WILLIAM H. COLLIER,
"Beat Florida."
22nd of the month.
being locked in the forms late on are enabled to have this oppoi'tunity,
Grand Offertoire de St. Cecile....
Business Manager
The new coach will take charge this
The 21st, that is Thursday night, is
Monday
night,
means
that
every
arboth
as
her
work
as
director
and
in
,
Batiste
coming fall when the football men re- to be taken up with an initiation serA. W. BATES
Pastorale in A
Deshayes ticle which can possibly be given the capacity of concluding arrangeport, and will be head coach of all vice for the amusement of the alumGeneral Manager
Solo
Miss Burns space in the columns of the Collegiate ments.
Stetson's athletics from then on. The nae and the edification of the pledW. R. GUNBY
must
be
in
the
hands
of
the
editor
As this trip has been the goal of the
Spring Song
Mendelssohn
Collegiate is back of Coach McQuilAssociate Editor
before 1:15 Monday. This
gives endeavors of the Glee Clubs during
ges.
Jubilate Duo
Silver
lan,
and wishes him the best of luck,
GERTRUDE
O'KELL
time for proper proof reading and the entire year, and has been looked
-0-0and may he and his men next year
will give you a paper more nearly forward to with a great dea lof antiSociety Editor
"Beat Florida."
meeting the requirements of a col- cipation, the fact that at last the
H. K. BRAKMAN
lege periodical.
CINCINNATI HERE TOMORROW
Sports Editor
day is fast arriving, will only add to
Monday morning and Sunday (all the pleasure of the work in the vocal
All the strength and all the baseAdvertising Department ,
day) are thus reserved for the hand- department of the University.
ball
brains of Coach Whitnell's fight(Continued on page 2)
ing in of special stories of general
ing Hatters will be tested Thursday
O
:
O
interest. All front page
material
afternoon when they swing bats with
may be placed in the box in Elizabeth
the Cincinnati Reds on the Cummings
Hall during this period.
field. The Hatters have been workCoach is Now
Every Afternoon's Practice Saturday night closes the opporing hard and are playing a sterling Stetson's
Signed
With Indiantunity
to
turn
in
fraternity
notes,
brand
of
baseball
and
with
such
Making Chances
and
columns
of
personal
interest.
hurling
as
Harrison,
Smith
and
Henapolis.
Brighter.
However this does not apply to spederson have been displaying, they
cial
frat
copy
which
should
naturally
ought
to be able to make deep inLast Thursday Coach "Pug" Allen,
(By Henry Brakmann)
go into the front page category.
roads into the craek baseball mistic left for Plant City to join the IndianFreshman baseball opened up at
All regular columns, jokes
and Best Game of Season is Cincinnati Reds Here Thurs- of the big league team.
apolis club of the American AssociaStetson University with a loud bang
day; Mercer Friday
Pitched by Smith on
general
columns,
should
be
placed
in
The Cincinnati Reds have
been tion in spring training. It will bring
yesterday afternoon. More interest is
and Saturday.
Friday.
graining in Orlando and are at pres- a glow of pride to all of "Pug's"
manifested in this sport, the national the box or given personally to Donald
Faulkner, the editor, during the week,
ent in tip-top shape. Jake Daubert, many friends and followers that he
pastime of the nation, than has been
on Friday, or before Saturday at 8
This coming Friday and Saturday premier first sacker, will vie playing has taken a step up the baseball ladThe Stetson Hatters journeyed to
shown thus far in any branch of
o'clock. This is required and will be Ormond Friday afternbon and played the Mercer Univei'sity baseball team with the classy Whitnell, or Stetson der and is now playing class AA
athletics. Stetson shows much proobserved in order to get such copy the Professionals there a game to be from Macon, Ga., will cross bats with pride. Ivy Wingo and Hargreaves, baseball. Pug has been coach of all
mise of developing a baseball club of
to the printers to keep them busy long in the annals of Stetson ath- the Hatters in what will be two of two of the greatest catchers in the of Stetson's athletic teams for the
its Freshman material that will be
during Saturday morning. Remem- letics.
the hardest fought games on
our big league pastime, will divide honors last five years, and with only media world beater in anything of its
ber that if your copy is not in then,
schedule this season. Mercer comes behind the plate. Manager Hendricks cre material has turned out some of
The
score
sheets
shows
a
tally
of
class in the state.
the printers are idle and this makes six to one, but this tells little of the here direct from Gainesville where will work Luque, Johnny Cuch, and the best teams that Stetson has ever
Twenty-seven eager aspirants re- a poorer Collegiate by running the fine points of that game. Brilliant they play the Gators on Tuesday and
Carl Mays, the underhand marvel had. Especially has Allen turned
ported for practice yesterday after- expenses above the contracted price. plays and real diamond teamwork Wednesday. If the Bull Dogs beat of the Majors on the mound. Eppa
out some wonderful basketball teams
Tioon, And every man of the 27 Rat Trap, for which we are indebted show the Stetson nine to be getting the Gators and we can in turn beat Rixey will prboably toss over a few. Pug has played the outfield for the
to Prof. Roy Heffner, Campus Gos- in first class sihape. This will be them, it will be quite a feather in Jake Daubert, Sam ,Bc(ne, Pinelli, last four years, though he started out"
(Continued on page 6)
sip, and columns, of this nature, needed no doubt when they face the cur baseball crown—that is just what and Cavanny will constitute the in- as a pitcher, but his heavy hitting
should be placed in this class.
Mercer nine on Friday and Satur- Coach Whitnell is working on. We field. While Roush, Bums, and Har- soon saw to it that he was shifted to
Will the person who borrowed
Advertising copy must he given to day. They very likely will need a don't want to beat them only one per will handle all the high ones in the out gardens, and there he has
ten dollars worth of music bethe Advertising manager before five small part of their growing ability game, but we want to take both of the outer gardens. A wonderful com- stayed. He went to the Brooklyn
longing to the "Collegians" Oro'clock Saturday, and no copy can be when they are matched against Eddie them. Don't be misled by this into bination that all DeLand, and Volu- Dodgers in 1920, and stayed up in
accepted after eight o'clock Monday Roush's Cincinnati Reds on Thurs- believing that Mercer is just an ordi- sia county should turn out to wit- the "Big Time" for the entire seachestra please return it Immemorningj unless of more than usual day.
nary ball club, as it is not. For years ness.
diately as we need it?
This
son. In 1921 he was sent to Ned Orimportance.
Smith,
in
the
box,
pitched
a
this college has bent every effort
This will undoubtedly be the big- leans for seasoning and was later sold
music was taktfn from the piano
The attention of the students of phenomenal game, without flaw. for a good baseball team, and they gest game that Stetson has had this to Birmingham where he played in
bench (Phi Kap House..)
Stetson and the faculty is called to Sledge Tatum was his efficient back- have always had one. There is so year. It will be a gala day for the 1922.
Last year he went to Dallas
"THE COLLEGIANS."
stop.
(Continued on page 2.)
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued on page 2)
(Continued on page 2.)
^

PAPER SCHEDULE
ST. PETE CONCERT THE COLLEGIATE
COACH MCQUILLAN
LAID DOWN WILL THE CHORAL CLUBS NOW UNDER NEWLY ENTHUSED BY DAY
HELP THE STAFF STAGED APRIL 4TH
SELECTED STAFF IN "HATTERLAND"

FRESHMAN NINES
ARE FALLING IN
LINE FOR SEASON

STETSON TEAM IS
MERCER COLLEGE
VICTORIOUS OVER
AND CINCINNATI
THE ORMOND NINE
HERE WEEK END

COACH PUG ALLEN
BACK IN LEAGUE
BALL FOR SEASON
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rather, of practices that are of the
very essence of experience. A right
is worth fighting for only when it can
be put into operation. It con be put
into operation only when its scope,
and limitation can be accurately defined in terms of legal procedure and
even then it may amount tc nothing
if the legal procedure be difficult,
costly or complic-atef!. Liberty of
speech is defined in the l a v cf slander and of libel, and becomes mere
ii"'o.v;t' "gainst v.r. i there is no prot'.l -.u i-' the la.v '.''aslander or libel
'o3 d'ffitult or u.n-Mt.iii: 1.) apply.
Lib'nri' ot the per.s. • ; - defined only
w^en the law has carefully eriumerated the circumstances in which it
may be violated, the circumstances in
which arrests, imprisonn\ents, and
army drafts, 'and all of the other
limitations upon which society may
insist for its protection or convenience, will be lawful. Its reality, its
solidarity, consists in the defiteness
of the exceptions, in the practicality
of the actual ararngements."

FINE FURNITURE

J. M. STITH
Phone 56
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Tires Tubes Accessories
Vulcanizing

F. G. ATKINSON

Reporters
Alpha Xi Delta
Loura Hudson
T'l Beta Phi .... Charlotte Cunningham
i)elta Delta Delta
Lillian Trice
Pi Kappa Phi
Ed Henderson
Phi Kappa Delta
Geo. Crombie
i ^ n t Club
Elvin Bass
Krucible Club
Billy Parsons
Theta Alpha Phi .... Howard Gallant
Alpha Phi Epsilon -... Ollie Edmunds
Sigma Nu
Ed Stone
Y. W. C. A
Martha McConnell
Chaudoin Hall
Gertrude Okell
Phi Sigma Eta
Ed Clark
i»hi Beta
Anna Williams
Alumni
Howard Gallant
Faculty Advisor
Dr. Farriit
A GOOD TEACHER—
At the beginning of the second
term of school at Michigan Uniyeryear j ; certain instructor in
rged to th»
lose who had
sja^tier him. T h e
work seemed to be easy in his classes
and the students seemed to be able
to make godd marks under his teaching as well. Some of the students
were angered at his dismissal. Upon
investigation it was found tha^t the
causes of his discharge were that he
gave easy lessons and gave no marks
less than " B . " According to latest
reports there are petitions being circulated among the student body asking for the reinstatement of the instructor.
That brings us face to face with
the question: "What constitutes a
good teacher?"
This young man
was discharged upon the charge that
he made the lessons easy for the students and gave good marks.
To be
^ good teacher, is it necessary to give
hard lessons and flunk a good proportion of the students? In some
places it is an adopted policy that a
certain percentage (about 15
per
cent) taking any examination shall
not pass.. They say that experience
has taught us that a certain percentage do not pass, so let's make
that the rule. On the other hand according to the director of one school,
classes vary over great ranges in that
institution. That a class one yeai
will be constituted of a group of students none of whom will make less
than " B " while the very next class
will be so constituted that KOt one
will make as much as " B . " Here are
widely differing viewpoints on the
question. What is the right one?
Some pla.ces the passing mark is at
60 per cent, while others have 75 per
cent as the passing mark. One of the
teachers of Stetson was teaching in
different departments. In one 60
per cent was passing and in the other
75 per cent was passing.
Do students study harder where the passing
mark is 75 per cent? Do more of the
students fail to pass where mark is
a t 75 per cent? What difference
does it make whether the passing
mark is at 60 per cent or 75 per

i|

This brings us to another question: "Which is the better teacher,
the one who is careful to weed out
all those he thinks should not pass, or
the one who labors just as hard to see
to it that all shall pass who possibly
can? Can a teacher justify himself,
his work, and his institution and let
all the members of his class pass?
Whatever more would be said, it
seems as if the personal element is
very great in all cases and no rigid
3rules can be laid down. But if the

The Woman's Shop
'^Service"

JESSIE'S WORK BOX
NAHM AND NAHM

^

THE BOOK STORE

MOTORCARS

FINE WOOLENS
FINE DESIGNING
FINE TAILORING

YOUR Church Home
The First Baptist

t

Faculty Advisor

Exclusive Millinery |
Ladies' Fine
Ready-to-Wear
Spring Hats

There are a great many foreigners
who consider the greatest of American problems, the danger of the two
party political scheme. They conceive of our parties as an embodiment
Phone 61
136 N. Blvd.
of the old sectionalism which precedBEADS
NOVELTIES
ed the civil war. They believe the
STAMPED GOODS
Deinccrat and Republican animosities
I'^ii'^ii'l'ii'i'i'J
to be the live-over of the old North
and South. We Americans can do
EMBROIDERY-FLOSS
no less than deny that this is the case.
W. Indiana Avenue
It is more, it is our duty to tear down
every remaining vestige of such feeling, which may have escaped reconEastman Kodaks
struction, and the reuniting of SpanFresh
Films
DODGE BROTHERS
ish and World wars.
£d. V. Price & Co. © 1923
REEVE & HOWARD
It is true then, that this problem
Phone 247
has existed and that in, many hearts
and minds, a spark of antagonism
against the section not the birthrplace
- 0
••
still continues to smoulder.
^
Dr. Farriss in his commendable
book, Robert E. Led, has made a fine
attempt to <taid in treading out the
FOR SPRING
(Continued from page 1.)
last coals of this smouldering fire
and to forever banish the wisps of
We are prepared to prove to
you that fine tailored-to-order
hurtful smoke .which might blind much interest about these two games
clothes are the most economthe eyes of some otherwise worthy that the Macon Telegraph, and the
ical clothes you can buy. It's
American to the true spirit of patri- Atlanta Constitution have both wired
all in
otism.
this paper to release through the AsIn marvelous manner Dr. Farriss sociated Press to them at least four
after years of research has given hundred words per game. Think of
to the world a keiener light than be- what four hundred words headlined
fore existed on the inner thoughts of in one of those "paper -"ill mean to
this gTcat American leader. Funda- Stetson, and especiallylf they tell
mentally, this drama is being pub- of a Stetson victory over the mighty
lished to make up Dr. .Farriss' share Mercer teg^m.
in the struggle for a real 100 per
Mercer is coming to DeLand with
cent Americanism.
the idea that they will have an easy
Wrong impressions of the motivse time of it. The last athletic contest
Fine Custom Tailoring
of great men, hamper their work between these two schools was a footFast Colors
while in the heat of their life's occu- ball game in 1921, and Mercer won
Real clothes-value lies in the
pation. They place blots upon the by a comfortable score. They no
length of satisfactory service
memory of the men themselves and doubt have the idea that we will be
obtained—and real value tells
constrain their influence from the the same in baseball as we were in
whether the price you pay is
full and rightful uplift to which that football then. It will be a hard task
high or low.
*
influence is capable after death.
Pictorial Review Patterns
to beat them, but we are confident
Our prices will please you*
Lee was unfortunately one of those that our team can do it, and every
the style, fit and long wear
I* Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes
^^^DeLand,
^""'^^ Florida
Boulevard. *
v/hose actions with reference to the last boy and girl on the campus wants
will please you more.
mighty doings of his day, have been to be there to cheer the team on to
*
wrongly interpreted. Since the war, victory. Let's give all that our little
'!'»• <^ * ^ *!* <fr #fV^P
f^^^*****4
60 years ago, the passing of the de- bit of cheering can give the boys. Be
cades have righted much of the feel- back of our team all the time, but
ii'ilJMMHiT'ilWTBrffTOifffafftffflffi^
ing of such men as President John- don't forget that we are playing a
W. W. WATTS, Prop.
son and Senator Sumpter of Massa- worthy foe, and give the Mercer boys
chusetts, who were both anxious to a glad hand every now and then when
see Lee and the other noble Southern they make a good play. Good sportsy
leaders punished by the civil auth- manship is the foundation upon which
ority. They did not wjish to believe friendly athletic relations between
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
We are giving special attention to your needs.
that the miljyaBj>¥ftBch of the Fed- two schools is bt(ilt and
eral governi««ent h^d fuUy and justly, gopd. sivii',tc; an4 if.^^?^
Jf'^'ivTlT^J: t t l M Mfi; tM(.
t
dealt' with.those who mapped out the to lose, take it like the boys on the
course that the Gray armies trod. The team will. Be game and don't comyears have given among the North- plain. But, we will win. Beat Merern sons of the boys in Blue, just as cer—Beat Mercer.
132 South Boulevard
f
true an appreciation of the worth of
*
:
O
this great quiet general, statesman,
Will finish your KODAK WORK I
if left at any of the
|
American, as could be cherished even
following places:
1
by his own soldiers.
Bracey Drug Store,
j
Lee, above all other Southern men,
(Continued from page 1.)
Cor. Boulevard and Indiana s
saw clearly the way that those who
'We'll help you do your w o r k . " Phone 294-W—North Boulevard
answered the call of the Stars and
King
Drug
Co.
|
of the Texas League, and did so well
Bars must go to fulfill their full duLandis Block, Indiana ave. |
that he is now on with the Indianty to their forefathers who founded
DeLand
Piano and Music Co. j * * * * * * * * « * * * ^ * * * * * e H H r * * * * * * * * * * * * * i I ^ * * * * .
apolis "Millers" and playing with one
both North and South and the prinNo. Boulevard, bet. Indiana !
of the best teams outside of the maand Rich
ciples for which they sacrificed.
jor leagues.
Lee understood that religious and poWhen Coach Allen left, he also left
litical freedom were paramount and
Same Good Service
a vacancy the job of baseball coachi
far above slavery or state's rights.
Same Prices
It was only in order that the authLee knew that God required of the
orities should appoint Ed Whitnell
American nation the firm planting of
*
to succeed the illustrious Allen. Whit
The Wright Studios is the only
those principles. Lee was one in
place in DeLand where the seris a real baseball man and is well
thousands to answer that call, and
vice of professional photograknown around this part of the counphers of long experience do your
&give the remaining years of his life
try as a first baseman. From the
work.
to weld into unseparable union the
initial sack he will direct the destilate mighty foes.
nies of the Hatters for the rest of
Brothers these foes were—broth- the season. Whit is as clever as they
ers the soldiers considered themselves make 'em, and will surprise more
at Appamatox, but brothers some on than one opposing coach before the
both sides forgot to consider in season ends. The Collegiate extends
the state house and on the lecture their best wishes to Coach Whitnell,
platform. Regrettable as we were and we express the sentiment of the
the acts of those succeeding years, student body when we say that we
in position to supthe effects have been gradually worn are back of him to the end. We have
ply you with the
away by the kindness of time, and a good team, and we believe in the
the growth of the spirit of true Am- boys that out there woi-king to give
very latest in
ericanism.
Stetson the best team that they have
We eagerly await the time when had in her history.
copies of this book, "Robert E. Lee",
*
_0
shall be in the hands of the readers
**********************
of the nations. Just as eagerly do
COACH MCQUILLAN
we await the opportunity to v/elcome
(Continued from page 1.)
other works from the pi?n of our beloved vice-president
[
University and a throng will pack
0
the grandstand and field. Coach
Come in and con"THE LAWYER AND
vince
yourself that
THE COMMUNITY" Whitnell has been put in charge of
the Hatters since Pug Allen has left.
we have the most
He knows the national pastime from
(Excerpt from an address deliverWe congratulate you on the
A to Z, has worked the Hatt«rs into
complete
line in Deed by the late Woodrow Wilson be^ wonderful showing made by
a fast and formidable machine.
fore the 33rd annual meeting of the
Land
» your athletes during the past
Thursday afternoon they will display
American Bar Association, held at
football season. We are confitheir wares before the big leaguers.
Chattanooga, Tennessee, August 31st
dent they will equal it through
to September 1st, 1910.)
O
—
the coming baseball season.
"The history of liberty is a history
f
And to the athletes themof law. Men are not free when they NEW COLLEGIATE STAFF
1" selves—don't forget our
have merely conceived what their
(Continued from page 1.)
"Your Druggist"
rights should be. They are not set
I LINIMENTS and.AL-KOL
free by philosophies of right. Their
DANA FAULKNER
i
...RUBS...
theories of the rights of man may
Collection Department
even lead them astray, may niake
KERN BUCK
I
They will assist in keeping
them break their hearts in pursuit of
Circulation Department
I
those
muscles limber and fit
BE A NEWSPAPER CORRESPON.
hopes they can never realize, obC. T PARSONS
I so the good work can go on.
DENT—with the Heacock Plan *
jects they can never grasp, ideals
GEORGE CLARK
and earn a good income while learn- *
109 West Indiana Ave.
that will forever elude them. Nothing; we show you how; begin actual
GEORGE BRISSON
work
at
once;
all
«pare
time;
ex*
ing is more practical, than tho actual
RALPH SELLERS
jjerience unnecessary; no canvsissing; *
DeLand, Fla.
\)ody of .liher]t!y. , It consists of defiThe Drug Store on the Corner
DR C E FARRISS
send for particulars. Newswriters'
nitions based upon experience, or,
Faculty Advisor
Training Bureau, Buffalo, N. Y.

. Mercer College

GEORGE CLARK
GEORGE BRISSON
RALPH SELLERS
DR. C. E. FARRISS

cent?

proolem is thought about the student
will be less ready to criticize the
teacher and the teacher less ready to
criticise the student.
0
ROBERT E. LEE

BARRS'

Normandy Voiles f

Everfast Voils, Fast Colors
I Everfast Suitings
Everfast Linens

THE MEN'S SHOP

Law Students!

STUDIOS

Attorney's Case Docket Forms
L:oose Leaf Note Books
Attorney s Filing Systems
Desks and Chairs

Coach "Pug" Allen

THE ALLEN-WHITE CO.

W e Have What You Want

MENS' WEAR

-SHOES-

W E ARE

Toilet
Articles

V. M. Fountain Co.

I

G.W. Fisher Drug Co.

I

THE • i
V. W . GOULD t
AGENCY

|

To the Faculty and
Students of Stetson
...University... I

Realtors
Rentals
Insurance

I Oldest Real Estate;
I Agency in City

Yolflsia Pfiarmacy

TUESDAY, MARCH 18, iS24.

ANNOUNCEMENT
OFFER YOU

A PROGRAM DE LUXE
THIS WEEK

DREKA THEATRE
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
44

yi

Don't CaU It Love
A PARAMOUNT SPECIAL FEATURING

NITA NALDI
AGNES AYRES

JACK HOLT

This is also DOLLAR DAY ^!"*ve Tickets Will Be Sold for $1.00.

THEODORE KOSLOSS
ROD LaROQlIE^
Take Advantage of This Offer.

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

"Heritage of the Desert"
A ZANE GREY STORY, FEATURING

BEBE

DANIELS

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES FOR THIS WONDERFUL PROGRAM

ATHENS THEATRE
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY, MARCH 17,18,19, 20

"NORTON'S COMEDIANS"
Monday Night We Admit Ladies FREE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Return Engagement of the Wonderful Musical Special

"Hunchback of Notre Dame"
^;;M^^;^^V-.>=^.:»^

I
TUESDAY. MARCH 18, 1924.
Net the: SUffhtwt.
"A woman cAhptiit'so nitich meaning into a look tliat one wonder* why
she ever takes the trouble to say any- !*•
thing," remarks an exchange.
I*
No trouble at all, brother—It'i a
pleasure.
A UNIQUE HAT

f

?vt^"Vt^*Ci'"'^"^'ClJC(C''4C"^"4C'C|C'- Y'^

GREEN'S I i D e l i c i o u s !
DeLand
Transfer:
is the word everyone is using in describing the drinks
and ices served at
our fountain.

Meets AU Trains

J

DAY or NIGHT I
"What an interesting hat — so
unique!"
"Yes, Isn't It? She made it of
straws saved from last summer's Ice
cream sodas, and each straw has on it
the initials of the fellow who paid
for the- treat." •
A Picture of Father Time.
Oh, friend, the -whiskers you display
^.jieavg us a. bit dismayed.
We wiffh you'd throw the sfiythe away
And gret a razor blade.

Phone 11
'4-

I

On the Boulevard I
Next to Volusia
Pharmacy

If you haven't already visited our fountain we invite
you to do so at your earliest
opportunity. We will not
disappoint you — you will
come again and often.

KING DRUG
COMPANY
118 W. Indiana Avenue

*******************^

Limited Conversationalist.

The bore—I think this weather is
awful!
Th^ girl—You shouldn't grumble at
the" weather. If it wasn't for that you
would have nothing to talk about."
Subtlety.
"What must I talk about to a lady
to. please her?"
-....=
"Her beauty !"
•^ ^
"And if she has none?"
"About the plainness of others."

Barnhiirs Transfer

Phone 31
NIGHT

"THE KING OF SPORTS"

SERVICE— OR-

SPARE TIME FOR

DAY

.

^

THE RAT TRAP

YOU'RE ALWAYS BEHIND
THE TIMES—

Greatest opportunity, "LIFE OF
An Agreement.
"At last ray wife and I have agreed WOODROW WILSON" by Joesphus
Daniels, Secretary Navy, Associate
on something."
of former president. Big book, hand"For
the
luvamike,
what
is
it?"
T H A T QUESTION" OF AGE
"We both agree that I was a fool somely illustrated, low price. Best
terms to representatives. Credit givto
buy that second-hand car."
A pretty sixteen-year-old flapper aten.
Send for free outfit at once.
Make money fast.
Authorship ^ is
tended a dance the other night and
Atmosphere Changed.
guarantee of authenticity. UNIVERwhile taking lunch afterwai'd. at a
Wife—You used to rave about how SAL HOUSE, College Dept., 1010
cafe saw one of the leading citizens
fair I was.
Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa. —adv.
of the town in the cafe.
Hub—Yes, but now you do nothing
"I never was so shocked In my
life," she said in recounting the ex- thit storm.
perience, "as when I went Into the
Old-Fashloned Modesty.
restaurant and saw him tliere. Think
STEWART & STEWART
"Am 1 the fir.st man to beg a kiss
of him being there at 1 o'clock in th6
ATTORNEYS-AT-LAW
of you?"
mominij."
"Yes, the others were bolder, they
West Indiana Avenue
just took it."
Seasonal Cheer.
"What you need, man," said the doeDeLand, Florida
tor, "is a complete rest."
"What!" The'busy patient sat up
agitatedly. "Why, I can't go away,
doctor; it Is Impossible."
"I didn't suggest.it," said the medico.
"What I said is that you need a complete rest. • Send 'your family to Europe, sell your car and burn j'our golf
sticks."

Awake! The clanging Little Ben re
_i^ sounds and echoes through my den
I rise and grab the nearest sock— I
NO ROMANCE IN THESE
mustn't miss; my eight o'clock.
I
MODERN TIMEMSMSS—9$ AO
grab some books and make a break
MODERN TIMES ! ! —
for goodness sake, by some mistake
Now the modernists sing that there's I got the stuff for Physics II when
English is what is due. Well, let 'er
no such thing
As a thrill in this wearisome world. slide, it's much too late to pause and
And that try all you may, in the end linger at the gat-e, and anyway I'd
rather try, than enter late to bluff
you will say
That adventure's red bannei- is un- it by. Along the street, nor pause to
eye the dwindling crowd that presses
furled.
by with faces set the class to make.
To be sure, it is true, that there's not The chimes their silence cease to
break! But few-to' go! We'll make Tt
much to do,
Thei'e's no pii'ates or wild men to yet—when suddenly—we hadn't bet
on such a thing—now get this right—
fight;
more seas we can sail, no new the dumb thing wasn't there last night,
but now b'gosh a long wide band,
reksures to unveil.
deep cloven in the sand, with piles of
rildianr'gTI'stay^ltrj^ffm^
. ttorlaxy, colored,
nkli'*V3'Jffe^ge has dug a mediaval |
e old castles stare with a cob
moat upon whose yellow surface float
vacant air,
a
hunk of wood, a frog or two, a col,There's no spirit of light in them now.
And we all take to dancing, instead We spy a swaying plank across from
bank to bank. The far shore gained
of our chancing
we slip and slide among the tiles
Our life on some fair lady's vow.
which line the side- or carefi^ly along
There's no new lands to roam—why the back of rounded pipes we make
bur track. We pause, alas—^upon the
yoU'll find it like home
In the heart of the black Sandwich mo™ no more to the music sweet is
borne. The hateful bells at shriekIsles,
Where they use Goodyear Cordri on ing rate ring out instead. Again I'm
"That dealer has me on the slate
late!
—C. O. D.
their newly bought Fords,
for five tons of coal,.but I haven't got-^
^
0
And bring- up their children on
ten it yet."
"Oh, you'll, get it--sl ate and alU"
"Smiles."
HAftD T d T t L L

4-

PHONE 420

D. E. MINER
College Arms-Golf Professional

TIRES
TUBES
VULCANIZING
Headquarters for

McClaren Tires
DE LAND TIRE SHOP
Phone 225

I Spring Cotton Fabrics Glimpsed In |
This Early Showing
|
'.

~~^t/ji'.t you think""sire has"
voice?"
"Must have; a third of the audlence has. already left."
The Den.
A den is a good thing:,
r
Bless my sotll,
' ,
A place where a man can'
Retire to growl.

Modern Art.
"Yes. It's il fine picture of a lady.
But where is the motor car that ran
over her?"—Kaiikaturen (Chrlstlania).

The buoyancyjof Spring is reflected in the new colored cotton
goods, fn wieir sheer transparencies and Suttrf^j^rure^'
• thjey inspfre many a charming modnaaajaii^

^
—W
^

• Voiles plain and Fancy, Tissue Ginghams, |
i^Tj
Silk and Cotton Crepes, Washable
|
Summer Silks
1
•:^'
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But Not Already.
Mrs. Evans, the vicar's wife, was InSom^ day a paper scarcity
terested in tlie well-being of those unWill cause the world to fret.
der her Imsband's care. She knew evThe poor old. paper. mark may be
*,
very family in the village and most of
Of some silgrht value yet. '
their illnesses as well, which is sayhig a good deal.
Restraint.
One morning she met Mrs. Fogarty
"Before we were married you called
In the main street.
lie an angel!"
"Well, and how is your husband
"I know it."
getting on now?" asked Mrs. Evans,
"And now you don't call me anywith a kindly smile at the old woman. thing."
"Well, replied Mrs. Fogarty, shak"You ought to -be sincerely glad
ing her head, "sometimes he's better that I possess such self-control."
and sometimes he's worse, but from
I
the way he growls and takes on when
Would
Cheer
Him
Up.
I
i3ut instead 'e's luggin' pails o' sand he's better 01 think he's better when
Daughter—Pa, when I promise to
he's worse."
On bloomin' rainy days- .
marry .Tack do you want him to come I
Or 'e's cleanin' out the car tracks
and ask your consent?
Th« Kind He Wanted.
On the traction's right o' ways.
Father, (bf seven girls)—No, not my
Diogones Gates, a colored man employed in a newspaper office in the consent, but I'd appreciate it if he
For all you know, 'is 'eart is breakin' South, had heard a number of sub- came and broke the good news.
*.
For the land 'e left behind.
scribers speak in admiration of the
A Matter of Opinion.
pen wielded by the editor of the paBut 'e whistles while 'e's workin'
He—Is she progressive or conservaper.
An' 'e doesn't seem to mind.
Not long thereafter Diogones, in tive?
She—I don't know. She wears a
buying some stationery for his own
For 'e's got a 'eart within 'im
personal use, aslied the dealer to throw last.year's hat, drives a this year's
That's as big as any king's,
car, and lives on next year's income.—
In a pen or two.
.^n 'e's 'appy and 'e's cheery,
"All right, Diogenes," said the deal- Modern Grocer.
An' 'e laughs at little things.
er. "What kind of a pen do you
Qood-By, Old Scout.
want?"
Hunter—Does zis path lead Into ze
"I wants one of dem trenchant pens
An' 'is life's a 'ole lot better
iinchorite swamps?
like de boss uses," said Diogones.
Than if ' e ' a d 'is throne,
Native—Yea; dere's twelve wot went
Cause 'e'sp got a wife an' children
in dere in er year, who never came
Unanswerable.
An' a cheerful little 'ome.
Dut. If yer see any of 'em, give 'em
It is the custom of a certain western fair warning.
magistrate, after having passed senBut whep,you see 'im passin' by
tence upon the culprits convicted in
AFTER T H E SHOW
.lust think before you sneer,
his court, to give them more or less
Tho' 'e's'dirty an' e's grimy,
wise advice.
That 'e ifnight 'ave been your peer.
On one occasion having before him
a person convicted of theft, he started
thus:
.n' remi^mber that 'is overalls
"If you want to succeed In this
An' 'is ragged shirt o' blue
world you must keep straight. Now,
Cover up a 'uman bein'
do you understand?"
That's remarkably like you.
"Well, not Quite," replied the prison' T . MORRIS SUNDAY.
er, "but if your honor will kindly tell
me how a man is to keep straight
Old Chip L.ee's stuff is hard to beat, when he is trying to make both cmdc
"His voice has remarltable timbre."
meet, I might."
We like it.
"I've always wondered why It reTho some of it we can't repeat,
orinded me of a sawmill."
A Wonderful Scene.
We like it.
Producer—^I have enough chorus
The Best of Ail.
It hits the habits of the day;
girls hired to make the big centipede
Th« Joy that llfta lir« hlvh*r.
It often takes our breath away;
pe«ae a h i t
With f«.ir*r Bc*aMi In liyht:
And leaves us nothing else to say,
• book; a friondly- fire;
Author—^The centipede scent?
Ho«a«'ti^9rld.
gf. |mr« .<[«lisht.
We like it.
Predacer—Tes. 100 limbs.

IjLit romance came back, on the old
beaten track,
And touchted luy felings last night at
that;
For the hands well applied the stick
to my hide.
But, now I belong t o , a Frat.
—LYNN C. DOYLE..
You can drive a Pierce-Arrow a
•^-reat many places that you can't a
Ford.

If you want instructions see or

STUDENTS

T H C E G O L L E G ^ J E AJ^^INTXJAL
^

GOLF!!

•

^

• .
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I Good Service

*

I

••J?

*
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^ — F i n e Cooking I

Meal Tickets, 21 meals
$10.00 Meal Ticket
SingleMeals

*

$8.50
8.00
.50

|
S
f

•

*

Short Orders Served Promptly—Best Place to Eat
-

--

*

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
_
DeLand,, Florida

. , _ „ . _Boulevard
North

S
*

I

resents as near as photography can do so, the dining room
T This
where you find nature's best, and man's finest in the line of eating.
beautiful, inviting room is the NEW DINING ROOM at DeLEON SPRINGS.

COME OUT AND INVESTIGATE

1*********************************************"*******^
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Artists Concert
(Continued from page 1.)

ANNOUNCEMENT
When you build that new home or refurnish the old,
come in and let us give you the benefit of our years
of experience in

ii

i
f

HOME FURNISHINGS

\i
ii
ii

J. F. ALLEN FURNITURE COMPANY. ,NC

\ 't

M
•i

ii

"The Home of Dependable Goods" (Since 1882)
Furneral Directors and Embalmers.
Motor Ambuhince Service
109 North Boulevard, DeLand, Florida

Day Phone 62
Night Phone 228
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ment. Joe Barchan'.s Purple and
White aggregation came to DeLand
for the state championship and won
it.
Lakeland put up a hard fight but
it was in vain. She played hard,
Other Games of Interest m up to the final quarter, and then
weakened. Lakeland richly deserves
the State
honor of runner-up. Her brand of
basketball was of the highest quality
(By Henry Brackmanti)
DeLai^d, Mar. 14.— (Si/ecial) — and was the second best team repreFighting and .scrapping every min- sented.
To St. Petersburg and Palatka
ute of play Joe Barchan's Purple
and White hurricane won out in the goes the right of third and fourth
most hotly contested game of the place. St. Petersburg had more
tournament by the score of 24 to 17. points to her credit but Lake City won
For three periods the winner could the consolation finals.. It was agreed
not be picked. But Gainesville rallied by the officials that these two teams
after Tucker dropped in four per- should tie for those two places.
Tourney Handled Well
fect baskets and from then on it wa.s
her game.
The tournament waxed fast and
Eliminations
Tucker established a lead
that snappy throughout.
Coach McQuillan's lassies could not coming as the teams weakened. The
overcome. They put up a good fight brilliant work of the running center.s
but the aggressive .spii'it of the on practically every team was especially noticeable.
Much scoringGainesville girls won out.
The gym was packed to its utmost showed that the forwards held docapacity and the crowd swayed with main over the guards.
Columbia 31, Lake Worth 18
the teams as they scored. There were
Lake City won her way into the
fjvidently no favorites. Such a game
defeating
Lake
has not been seen on this floor in a consolations by
long time. It was the battle of bat- Worth 'in a one-sided fray that lacked
tles, hotly contested from the first the thrills and excitement that have
been so much in evidence throughout
whistle.
the tournament. Lake Worth wore
Lineup and Summary:
Gainesville ((24)
Lakeland (17) herself out in the initial quarter, and
when they went back in for the las^
Po.sitions
Collings (8) half, Lake City overran them, winning
Tucker (14)
by a 31 to 18 .sebre.
Forward
Baker (10)
Keith (9)
Palatka 22, Umatilla 13.
Forward
Fighting from the very staart and
Wright, V. playing a sterling bi-and of basketPepper
Center
ball, Palatka defeated the Umatilla
Wright, N. aggregation in the second game of
Bishop
Center
the consolation semi-finals this afterButler noon by the score of 22 to 13,
Greary
Guard
Lake City 24; Palatka 22.
Way
Dorsey
In a fast hard fought contest Lake
Guard
City defeated Palatka in the consolaSubstitutions: None. Referee Far- tion final game tonight by the close
ris. Umpire, Gulp.
score of 24 to 22. Palatka led thru
AU State Team
three periods but Lake City staged
All State Team—Tucker,
of a comeback in the last period scorGainesville, forward; Garrison, of St. ing eight points to Palatka's four and
Petersburg,
forward;
Pepper, of won the contest.
i
Gainesville, or Veola Burley, of LakeAt no time during the entire game
land, jumping center; Naimo Wright, could the winner be picked, Lake City
of Lakeland, running center; Smoke, scoring then Palatka. The ball was
of St. Petersburg, guard; Creary, of worked up and down the floor, both
Gainesville, guard.
sides scrapping for it.
All State Second Team—Richards,
O
of Orlando, forward; CoUany, of St.
TAG DAY SUCCESSFUL
Petersburg, or Hudgins, of Palatka,
Tag Day has "came and went" and
forward, Pepper of Gainesville, or
Veola Wright, of Lakeland, jumping the spirit that will carry Stetson to
center; Williams, of Palatka, running victory against the gily old Gator is
,
center; Cookman, of Orlando, guard; growing apace.
The two purposes of that day, the
Butler, of Lakeland, ^ guard. Honorable mention for second team, Futch, instilling deeper and deejyer of the
of Palatka, for running center; Baker battle cry of "Stetson Beat Florida"
into the very consciousnesses of evof Gainesville, forward.
Before the entire gallery Gaines- ery loyal Hatter, and the i-aising of a
ville was presented with the Spauld- fund to be used in awarding our vicing trophy by Farris, coach of the torious team with gold basketballs,
Stetson girls' team and official of was very successfully consumated.
Stetson students are to be com-,
the tournament. Gainesville won it
and she deserved it. Her excellent mended for the way in which they
"Stetson
team work and aggressive spirit was aided in this enterprise.
evident throughout the entire tourna- Beat Florida."

Gainesvillle
Defeats Lakeland

na

a
a
a

n
ii

a selection from the "Golden Legfnd," by Staines,
The Orchestra opened the concert
with Tobani's selection from "The
Bohemian Girl." This number famous perhaps above all other favorite selections has never been placed
on a program but to win attention.
"The Heart Bowed Down," forming
part of this selection and played as
a Cello solo by Gale Huntington,
showed his abiltiy as a musician.
Dana Faulkner rendered in fine manner the equally famous solo, "I
Dreampt I Dwelt in Marble Halls."
Another solo in the Bohemian Girl to
win attention from Miss Miriam
Munn's violin solo, "Then You'll Remember Me," as also W. H. Collier's
cornet solo, "Allegro
Marzelle".
Dana Faulkner exhibited his ability
as a clarinet player of no mean prom-

\i
11

PHI KAPPA PHI NOTES

ise, in his handling of the cadenzas
in this number.
Miss Miriam Munn and Donald
Faulkner, playing Beethoven's "Minuett in G" as a violin duett accompanied by Eleanor Meeks and W. H.
Collier and George Ackroyd, in the
cornet and ti-ombone duett, Misserreri form 11 Trovatore, with orchestra accompaniment, made creditable
impressions upon their audiences.
The progi'am following -will give a
complete list of the numbers and a
more just idea of the great variety of
musical features that Stetson can off ei; in a concert:
1—"Bohemian Girl", Balfe—Orchestra: Donald Faulkner, leader.
2—Scripture Reading—Prayer—Rev.
H. C. Garwood.
3—Spring Song — Abt — Stetson
Choir; Miriam Kenefick, Director.
4__"Eye Hath Not Seen," from "The
Holy City" — Gaul — Elizabeth
Brownlee.

Christ in Flanders"—Ward Stephens—Men's Glee Club.
6—(a) Miserere from "II Trovatore"
—Trombone and Cornet Duet—•
Verdi—W. H. Collier, George Ack..
(b) Menuett in G, Violin Duet—•
Beethoven—Miriam Munn, Donald
Faulkner.
(c) Fifth Nocturne.
Orchestra.
Collection.
7—Dreams—Huerter — Girls' Glee
Club.
8—With Verdure Clad" from "The
Creation"—Hayden.
9—"Oh Gladsome Light" from "The
Golden Legend*'—Sullivan— Stetson Choir.
10—"Love
Divine"
from "The
Daughter of Jaii'us"—Stainer—
Marian Kenefick, Persis Burns.
11—Overture—iKing Rose.
OiKhestra.
Mrs. E. L. Brov/ne, Organ—Eleanor
Meeks, Piano.

5
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Meade Baker spent the week-end U^
in Geneva. •
j^
Chas. Henderson spent the week- ^
end in Ormond. He enjoyed the; ^
bathing and airplane sturits very
much.
Ernest and Herman Pickey spent
the week-end with us. We managed
to see Ernest at least once a day.
That was usually in the morning,
Peterson dropped in for a visit,
while passing through on a business
trip,
Layton, Ford, Jennings, Ed Henderson and King went to Ormond
with the baseball team.
"Pelican" Bossert spent the weekend in Daytona "shieking" the girls.
All the fellows had a great time
last week while the basketball girls
v.'ere there.
O — — —
GOSH!
In a confidential little talk to u
j'.roup of medical students an eminent
rhysician took up the extremely important matter of correct diagnosis
of the maximum fee.
"The best rewards," he said, "come
ol course, to the established specialist. For instance, I charge !?25 for a
call at the residence, $10'fDr an office
consultation and $5 for a telephone
consultation."
There was an appreciative and envious silence, and then a voice from
the back of the amphitheater, slight"->
ly thickened, spoke:
^
"Doc," it asked, "how much do ydtrji^
charge a fellow for passing you on
the street?—Chicago Journal.

DeLand, Florida,
Since 1878

Dollar Day
is on To-Day
Wednesday the 19=
*

f

Bring in your Dollars
and see what a wonderful lot of good useful merchandise they
will buy.

The lesson was from the "Prodigal
Son", and the Sunday School teachet
was dwelling on the character of the
elder brother.
"But amid all the rejoicing," he
said, "there was one to whom the
preparation of the feast brought no
joy, to whom the Prodigal's return
gave no pleasure, but only bitterness,
one who did not approve of the feast
they had held, and who had. no wish
to attend it. Now, can any one of
you tell me who this was?"
There was a bi^eathless silence.
Then from a dozen
sympathetic
scholars came the chorus.
"Please, sir, it was the fatted calf."
—Pall Mall Gazette. '

*

"Discord am horrible," said the
musical darky who was about to
be hung.

************************************************************
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G. A. DREKA & CO.

STUDENTS
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INSURANCE

*

Wright-Lane Agency
(incorporated)

II

a
a
ii

a

1

*s

iI

Oldest Agency
Largest Companies
Best Service
Office: Fisher Building. DeLand
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4^' Paid on Savings Accounts
Our Facilities Are at Your Service—Resources $2,533,000

Volusia County Bank & Trust Co.
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LAKE a n LOSES
TO "EULALIANS"
IN SPEEDY GAME
Consolation Champions of
State Tournament
Defeated.
The Eulalian Basketball team met
Lake City High after the close of
the State High School Tournament
Saturday night and defeated t.hem
22-12.
The Lake City sextette had just
previous to this game won the Consolation Chfimpionship by defeating
Lake Worth and Palatka.
Tne Eulalians put up their usual
speedy game, but without a stiff oppocltion such as they have run into
in many of their scheduled games
were not forced to play such spectacular ball as has been done by them
in the past.
_0

Gainesville Team
(Continued from page 1.)
time and again thrilled the crowds
with their spectacular ariel shots.
Lakeland vs. Lake City.

The first day was concluded by
Lakeland, winning a hard
fought
game from Lake City. This was the
fastest game of the day. Though
winners by 14 points, the score does
not bespeak the struggle they had in
staying ahead of their opponents. For
a time it look as though the game
were Lake City's but the Lakeland
lassies rallied and carried away the
honors. Lake City deserves credit
for the plucky battle she put up.
They netted the game with the odds
against them, and before the scrap
was three minutes old they had every
fan pulling for them. They showed
the real spirit of fight to the very
last. The score was 31-14.

much for them, and when their cen-1 cessful basketball season and- are
ter, Marsh, was taken out on fouls \ eager to win new laurels in the national pastime. They have some very
they seemed to give in. It was
i good material to pick from and the
heartbreaking game to lose.
next ten days should develop a
Ostrong team that can hold its own
with anything in the state.
—
O—
(Continued from page 1.)

Lakeland Beats Orlando.

Orlando put up one of the best
lights in the tournament in an endeavor to beat the Lakeland lassies, but
It was all in vain. The powerful
^nachine of foach McQuillan's mak"ing was too much for them and they
v/ent down in defeat to the tune of
•.:7 to 17. The first half was bitterly
(ontested. Opened by Collins in a
pretty basket from the 20 foot line
and then followed by a free throw by
Richffrds. Orlando then took the offensive and ended the quarter 10 to
4 in her favor. Lakeland slowly crept
\;p and when time was called for the
half the score stood 13 to 12 in Orlando's favor. Lakeland entered the
linal period with a spirit of aggres.siveness and outplaying fast tiring
Orlando sextet, they earned the hight
TO enter the finals with Gainesville.
• trlando played a wonderful brand of
1 asketball but the superior coaching
j n d teamwork of Lakeland was too

The First Practice.

Coach Ossinsky and his string of
eager baseball aspirants were on the
field in uniform for the first time of
the season Tuesday afternoon.
As
no announcement was made there
were only thirteen men reported. A
much better attendance will be on
hand after this. After watching
his freshmen in action, Coaclt Ossinsky predicts a great season for
them. He is planning an excelent
schedule for them, playing all over
the state.
Most of the afternoon was devoted
to infield work in which all of the
men participated. This is his method
of loosening of the stiff joints that
have grown somewhat stale since last
summer. Also several jaunts around
the field were indulged in. The latter part of the afternoon showed some
outfield work, with a few probable
pitchers working on the sidelines. The
boys were somewhat slow, but this
is to be expected in the first workout. Gradually as they limber up they
will show speed and more accuracy.
The Freshmen have ended a suc-

Brother Cox is doing much suffering of late, due to the fact that one
of his pedal extremeties were injured in the act of hurdling one of the
city's prominent real estate signs
downtown.
Leonard has been fooling the callers of one Stetson maid by parking
his car in front of her house all day
long, making these said visitors believe that she is being called upon.
Stone is going a-courting again.
This time it seems to be more serious, as the lady took the boy to
church, and Stone has not been smoking so riiuch of late—and everything.
John Burwell, noted track man of
the University of Florida, has been a
visitor of the Phi Kapps and lodged
with them over the tournament.
Burwell expressed his admiration on
the way the tourney was conducted
and the spirit that the school showed
in their athletics.
After the tournament Friday night,
the Phi Kapps held a dance in.honor
of ther' basketball lassies. Many girls
from all over the state showed their
skill on the dance floor as well as in
the games. It was a most delightful
affair, and when the girls had to go
back to Stetson hall, they did it in
a don't-want-to-go-home-manner.
Buddy Rasco has been assured by
his physician that he will be able to
step forth in the near future. Buddy
has been greatly handicapped in the
past two weeks by his wound, and
we as well as he, will be glad to see
him caressing the terra firma with
both footsies.
The Rats gave a sigh of relief when
Bill Gunby's hickory paddle ceased
sections the other night. Many of
the muggetories carry the trade mark
of this hewn down baseball bat.
0-
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I Immersion
Heaters

Pecan Roll or a
Crisp Dollar Bill

LAMPS

AT-

The

and

Every night next week, beginning Monday at *
9:30 P. M. Ask us how to get one FREE

Anything Electrical *

THE TULIP

can be found at

Soda, Ice Cream and Home-made Candies
116 North Boulevard
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I Silversmiths and Opticians
*
*
We render a service and car"
*
ry a complete stock of mer"
*
*
chandise found only in large
*
cities a t a saving to you in
*
price.
*
*
For over a half century the
*
name
*
*
*
*
has stood for quality in jewelry
*
*
'
*
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Miller Hardware Co.

i Wright Electric Co.

f F. N. DeHuy & Son I
I

Jewelers

"DeHny"

this as of paramount importance if * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
the standard set for our paper is to *
*
be reached. All the news, and on
*
time, is our motto.
*
*
The attention of the members of
*
the faculty is called to thS benefits to
.*
be derived from a use of these col*
*
umns in the building of your depart*
ment, and of eliciting a greater in*
terest in your classes. Pupils read
*
the Collegiate when they may not
HRIFT is commonly regarded as meaning merely the saving, or *
hoarding of money. The fact is that thrift is primarily a spending *
read their histories and philosophies.
problem, the answer to the questions, what to buy, when to buy, *
Help fill the Collegiate with history
*
and where to buy it,
*
and philosophy. Faculty, make the
*
Collegiate your paper and your right
*
There
is
only
one
answer
to
the
last
of
these.
Buy
what
you
need
hand man. We will all benefit by
from local business men, your friends and neighbors. They will give **
this relationship.
you better service, and values at least equal to those offered anywhere *
else.
O
*

Wise spending the
Better Half of Thrift

T

*
*

"Have a cigar. Judge," said the
young lawyer. "By the way, did you
ever try this brand?"
"Yes," replied the Judge, "and
I regret to say I found it guilty."
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CURLING
IRONS *t
*

THE WINCHESTER STORE

(Continued from page 1.)
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Free!

A "TULIP MADE"

PHI KAPPA DELTA NOTES

Gaine'sville vs. St. Petersburg

Recovering in the second period
from what seemed inevitable defeat,
Gainesville bested St. Petersburg in
the first game of the semi-finals by
the close score of 26-23. St. Pete
clearly outplayed and outclassed the
Purple and White aggregation and
for a time it looked that victory was
^
The half ended 15-11 in the
a divine girls' favor.
._^ld '^ Petersburg's struggle will long
TQ^Tr'^membered in the hearts of the
crowd who witnessed that battle in
Cummings Gym. These lassies fought
and scrapped until the whistle and
never was Gainesville sure of the victory.

Free!

Freshmen Nines

has made for himself a name in his
high or prep school days. Coach Ossinsky devided his men into the infield
and outfield, a n d ' as they develop
will shift them to the places in which
they perform best. In the infield he
has Mullens, a star of New York
high school champions of last y ear,
and King, St. Petersburg flash. At
second Meredith and Brakmann were
pulling some fast plays. Smith, basketball star, will undoubtedly be the
man for shortstop. This lad is fast,
handles the ball well, and posing on
a splendid schedule that will third
Coker, third sacker. In the outfield
Ossinsky has a quantity of splendid
material in Blakely, centerfielder of
last year's flying Tarpons of Ft. Lauderdale, Bass of Palm Beach High,
Cox, Jacksonville ace, Fielding, and
Nickles. On the mound the Freshmen will have a fast twirling squad
in Jennings, Baker , Gunby, and
Blakely. Behind the plate Stone will
divide the honors with Buck. There
are many others on the side lines that
are due to show some real stuff as the
season progresses.
Manager Mullen is at present working on a splendid schedule that will
give the nine some real trips. Tenatively they ^will journey down the
east coast, playing Miami and Palm
Beach. Later the Rats will tour the
west coast playing Sarasota, Bradentown, St. Petersburg and possibly
Tampa. Up the state they will meet
some strong opposition in Williston,
Chipley, Tallahassee, Duval and beyond doubt the Florida Rats. Arrangements are under way for a
two-game series with the Freshman of
the Orange and Blue. Stetson is
"rarin" to meet these lads, and a
game of this calibre should attract
much attention.
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"ELECTRIK MAID" Bread
ELECTRIK MAID BAKE SHOP
MILLER BUILDING

Spending money a t h o m e
is wise spending

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
Member Federal Reserve System
*
*
*
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The First National Bank

SATISFIES

FOR QUALITY AND VARIETY

And then the dollars you spend will stay at home and pay taxes, im- *
prove roada, and build schools.
*

,

NORTH BOULEVARD
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Gates Electric Company 1113 w. Indiana
Appliances, Fixtnres and Supplies—Try Our Repair Department

"SACHS"
The Cut Price Store

For Quality Printing

BETTER GOODS FOR LESS

Delivered on time and at a moderate
price, call the

DELAND PLUMBING CO.

SUN PUBLISHING CO.
Phone 78

DeLand, Florida

"WE KNOW HOW TO PLUMB"
W. Indiana Avenue

DeLand, Florida
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Palace

TRY OUR STEAM TABLE
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LUNCHEONETTE
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ALL HOURS OF THE DAY
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SOMETHING NEW

TRY PALACE
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SOUP
COFFEE
CHOCOLATE
DOGS
SANDWICHES
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John B. Stetson University
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LINCOLN HULLEY, PH. D., LITT. D., PRESIDENT
'
DeLand, Florida
THE COLLEGE GRADUATE DEPARTMENT OF ARTS AND SCIENCE—Courses leading to the
degrees of Master of Arts and Sciences.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR MEN—Sixteen Carnesie units required for admission.
Twenty-one departments in all.
THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS FOR WOMEN—A woman • dean, separate dormitories for women,
and a separate gymnasium.
THE COLLEGE OF LAW—Course leading to the LL. B, degree. Graduates admitted to practice in
Florida without examination.
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING—Courses in Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical engineering leadng to degrees^
THE COLLEGE FOR TEACHERS—Especially for Flordia teachers, strong normal courses and special
teachers' courses.
THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS—Besides Banking, Book-keeping, Accounting. Shorthand, Typewriting
courses n History, Law, Economics and Finance.
'
THE ACADEMY—Sixteen units for graduation. Prepares for Harvard. Yale, Princeton, Chicago, and
all high grade colleges.
THE SCHOOL OF MECHANIC ARTS—For* boys and young men desiring manual training mechanical drawing, etc.
THE SCHOOL 'OF MUSIC—Separate teachers for piano, pipe organ, violin, voice, harmony and
chorus work.
*
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS—Free hand and life drawing. Painting in oil, water color nastel Pf..
SPECIAL ATTENTION IS CALLED TO
' ^^^^*' *"•
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THE PRELIMINARY COURSES IN AGRICULTURE—Botany, Biology, Organic and Inorganic
Chemistry, qualitative and quantitative analysis. Agricultural Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, etc.
2. THE PRE-MEDICAL COURSE—Physiology, Biology, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Histology, Zoology.
Botany, General Chemistry, Inorganic Chemistry, Qualitative and Quantitative Chemistry,
t . THE COURSE FOR RELIGIOUS WO|tKERS—^In Bibical Literature, History. English, Psychology,
* * * * * *Pedagogy.
^ * * * *Ethics,
* ^ Logic and Theism.J * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ * * * * * * * * * * * ^ j j 4 U , ^ ^ ^ j 5 ^

